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SUBVERSION IN THE UK. - 1972
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nd other Iribb. extreMiSt groups
are not considered in this paper.

There are several issues today which provide
subversive organisations with opportunities for -
exploitation, by propaganda and by direct forms of
protest. British entry into the B.E.C. 7 the
Industrial Relations legislation/ the level of un-
employment, the conduct of affairs in Northern
Ireland, even lesser issues such as the decision to
limit free school milk and the pro-Oosals for control-
ling student union funds, are matters on which
substantial, sections of the community tend to oppose
the government. These issues provide causes Veniah
subversive organisation have not been slew to seize
on but their role and what they have achieved must
be seen in perspective. In recent major issues, for
example the coal miners strike/ Upper G'iyde Ship-
builders and oPposition to the Industrial Relations -
legislation,. the efforts, of subversive groups represant
a small part of a general momentum. While not .
insignificant, Wieir efforts have not been decisive.

2. The number of people who may be deScribed
as committed supporters of the various su,b-vorsive
organ.isatione or who. areviolently inclined Anarchists,
is little more than 40,000 or well below. 0.4. of the
Population. This figure bears little relationship
"to the temporary, wider support which subversive
organisations ladmetimes obtain when they adopt causes
of the day Which enjoy a broad ap-,-,eal, The largely
ProtskyiSt inspired .demonstration over Vietnal-c in
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3. All subversive groups view popular causes
as opportundties for extending their influence.
Although from time to time they find it tactically
acceptable to make common cause in joint denon$iratlolm,
it should not be inferred that there are 40,000
organised militants, with identical subversive aims,
permanently capable of united action and under cen-
tralised direction. Experience over the past five
years suggests that the more revolutionary groups of
the ultra-left/ the Trotsyists and Maoists for
example, are incacable of forming lasting associations.
When they do collaborate anon ,sr themselves and with
the C.P.G.D., their relationship is usually uneasy
and ephemeral, punctuated by doctrinal rivalries and
power struggles.

THE SOURCES OF STiVERSION

The ComMunists

4. The C,P.G.B., which with 29,000 members is
the strongest subversive group in the country, aiMs
to create a socialist state through peaceful means,
It plans first to bring about a broad socialist
alliance which will lead a large scale, potular
struggle to imrrave the social aad ecoltomie conditions
of wo ing ()nee in power it prooses to con-
solidate its positica by filling the leading appoint-
ments in the public servicc, armed forces and'polion
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with trusted nominees. in practice, hating- o_0112j.stently failed to -attraet -the eleCterate, it
is pursuinq political power through infiltrating
the trade unions. Using union representation, theCommunists ho-.oe to -inf/uence.Labour-Party.poltey-to
the point where an alliance, which they would try
to dominate, became possible.

5. The Party's- aims are coherent and positive;
they are directed to a change in society rather than
to its destruction and the Party has an interest in
succeeding to a viable rather than a ruined economy.The Party does not advocate violence or lawlessness.
Its attitude to promoting industrial unrest, as

. towards intervention in political; social and economic
issues, is calculated in terms of the Political
advantage likely to accrue from its participation:
Although, through its industrial influence, its
size and its relatively strong organisation, the
C.P.G.B. remains the major long term subversive threat
in this country, it is weakened by internal dissension.

The TrotskYists

6. The Trotskyists groups taken together are
about 4,000 strong, one seventh the size of the
0.P,G.B., but their membership is iacy-easing. Desnite
cOnstant tactical and doctrinal disoutes among them-
selves they sharp common basic aims and convictions.
They believe that a decaying capitalist system is
maintained artifieially by an arms economy and that
without this prep, which is already makeniagy the
countrY will ilecline into a pre-revolutionary situation.
At this stage; because of economic hardship, the
working class will be induced to accept Trotskyist
leadership, which will steer the proletariat into
direct confrontation with the forces of authority
until the 'Point of revolution is reached.
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The Trotskyists see no need to build mass -
-Parties-Or secure 'Parliamentary -power for this - - - - - - - -

-pose. They aim to identify and-make contacts in
groups they consider to be currently alienated from
society - militant students, Irish.aCtivists,
Power groups an workers in industry are among their
present target . They hope to use these first to
hasten the spread of disillusionment with the capita-
list system and 'ultimately to further the cause of
revolution. KlUch of the Trotskyist effort is
occUpied in manipUlating front organisations which
they use to maintain what is often a deliberately

• violent challenge to authority A characteristic
of this front activity is the Trotskyists' ability
tO attract the support not only of intellectuals and
well known personalities such as Bernadette DeVlin,
'John Lennon and Vanessa Redgrave but also of large
numbers of students with militant inclinations who
sometimes inflate Trotsbvist confrontations to
dimensions far beyond those of the hard.core
membership.

Maoists and Anarchists

8. Of the remaining subversive groups only the
Maoists and the Anarchists are significant. (Though
they have a total membership at': about 47500 the
Fascist groups represent only an occasional problem
for law and order rather than a threat to national
security).

9. The Maoists, who number less than 5001 are
fragmonte0; their numerous splinter groups contain
a few intellectuals, some businessman and several
trade unionists. some young people including
students have been attracted to Maoism by the revolu-
tionary spirit exemplified in the former Red Guard
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movement in China. This finds reflection in the
- violence sometimes -shown ty-small -groups 'of-Maoists--
when participating in demonstrations organiss by
others. All Maoist groups in this country are

. hostile to the 0.P.G,13, and Trotskyist grouPs. They
derive some hospitality and moral encouragement from
the Chinese Diplomatic Mission in London.

10. The number of traditional Anarchists in
this country is hard to assess as they avoid organi-
satiOnl but their press suggests that about One
hundred small groups often not numbering as many as
ten persons now exist - almost double the number five
years ago. While all are theoreti0221y dedicated to
the overthrow of any system of government in this
Country/ few are prepared to carry their beliefs
beyond the bounds of lawful protest .and much of their
public activity comprises participation in demonstra-
tions or forms of social protest such as squattin,r4
in empty accommodation and publicising the alleged
injustices of the Social Services. A small number
however are prepared to Show solidarity with continen-
tal Anarchists; for example by creating propaganda
explosions in Spanish and Italian government or
business premises in this country.

Neo-Anarchism

11. A recent developMent has been the appearance
of what may be called a lneo -Anarchist' group - The
Angry Brigade. Its );]anting of bombs resembles
traditional Anarchist violence but the source of its
political inspiration is to be found more in the modern
revolutionary philosophies of GUEVARA/ LIMUSE and
MARIGHELLA which have encouraged the development of
uzban guejsilla movements in other tarts of the woriA.
It is dedicated to tht. comolete overthrow of present
society, though its pro2csals for replylein it arn
not defined. ktart from the the ..ingry
Briosde's autivities in 1971 re9resent the most
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violent form of active political protest -in,--present- -
- - day society.  Since the arrest oI number of mem-,-  • - - - - - - - - - -

hers of the Ahgry Briga , there have been three
unclaimed and unexplained explosions. It must
.tIlrefore be TWegnised that Members of the grout .
may still be at large or that other groups: maY
engage in Violence of this kind.

12. Nee-Anarchist movements find haven and
(P support in the so-called Alternative Society, a

fait' of Personal and cultural RrOtest which has
develoPed on a small scale in this country. Some
of its members have established and live in communes,
one of which played a part in the Angry Brignde
Case, and its views and attitudes are represented
in the Underground Press. The latter, far from
being clandestine is published openly and offered
for sale commercially. It is Characterised by its
revolutionary and frequently obscene content And
its general aim appears to be the undermining of
present society by destroying public confidence in
its institutions. The precursor was perhaps 'Private
Eye though this is less crude and Professionally
more competent, enjoying a commercial viability which
has eluded 'IT', 'OP, 'PRENDZ's 'IRK' and the more
serious '7 "MIS/. While they exist these publica-
tions may achieve a circulation of up to 30,000
though it is usually considerably less. Only the
weekly London entertainment guide 'Time Out' which
also devotes mace to revolutionary articLes. and to
advertising protest meetings appears to be securely
established at present.
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